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 ▪ Production reliability through upgrading to the latest technology

 ▪ Transparency through simple operation and advanced program monitoring

 ▪ Efficiency through reduced assembly effort

Control technology is advancing at a rapid pace. Yesterday’s PC is already old today – and obsolete tomorrow. At 
the same time, technologies are improving from generation to generation, offering increased efficiency through 
smoother and more modern operating options.

Outdated technology endangers production reliability 

The product life cycle of electrical components continues to shrink as technology continues to advance. The 
resulting threat of discontinuations dramatically jeopardizes your production reliability due to the lack of spare 
parts availability. In the worst case, missing spare parts can lead to a production stop of several weeks or even 
months. 

A retrofit solution brings your Bäumer contour cutting machine back up to date and makes your machine fit for  
the future.

RETROFIT: CONTROL CONVERSION 
FOR CONTOUR CUTTING MACHINES

Control unit retrofit: Your advantages 

▪ A guaranteed spare parts supply offers you production  
 reliability and reduces machine downtime

▪ An update of the control system can be a cost-effective 
 alternative to buying a new machine

▪ The high-quality retrofit by the OEM ensures that you will  
 be able to work at the level of a new machine

▪ The expanded program monitoring and a simple operating  
 concept create even more transparency

▪ The latest state-of-the-art technology and data capture offers  
 you future security

▪ The assembly effort for a retrofit is very low, which means  
 a quick start-up and hardly any production losses for you

▪ No additional space is required for the conversion measures  
 on the existing machine

▪ The complete, pre-assembled control unit retrofit is kept in  
 stock, enabling fast processing and delivery at short notice by  
 arrangement
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We would be happy to prepare a non obligation offer.

Do you have further questions about retrofits  

and individual Bäumer solutions?  

Find out more in our FAQ.

All details, figures and technical information were compiled with the utmost diligence,  
but we can accept absolutely no responsibility for the respective accuracy. Subject to change. 2021-03

Control unit retrofit by the original equipment 
manufacturer (OEM) Bäumer

Your OEM has detailed documentation of your machine 
and service history. This results in the following 
advantages for you:

▪  Everything from a single source: Having the OEM  
 perform the control unit retrofit is straightforward  
 and guarantees a smooth process

▪  Prefabricated parts guarantee a fast delivery time

▪  The conversion is carried out by a qualified Bäumer 
 technician

▪  Due to the similar user guidance of the user interfaces,  
 only a short user training is necessary

Control unit retrofit standard package

▪	New control cabinet incl. all necessary components

▪	Windows 10 IoT operating system

▪	 21.5’’ screen

Individual solutions  

We are happy to offer you an individual and needs-
based solution. You can find more information about 
this via the QR code below.

... even control systems that have already been converted can receive another retrofit and be adapted to the latest state of 
the art!
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OFS-201, OFS-202, OFS-212  
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*  2001-2004 Windows 2000, 2005-2014 Windows XP, 2014 Windows 7 emb.
** 2015-2020 Windows 7, 2020-heute Windows 10 IoT

Bosch Alpha Bosch CC100/120 PMAC Eckelmann PNC55* Eckelmann EXC88 (B-Flex)**

*  2001-2004 Windows 2000, 2005-2014 Windows XP, 2014 Windows 7 emb.
** 2015-2020 Windows 7, 2020-today Windows 10 IoT
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